A Powerful Synthesis
Nutrazon's® proprietary blend of the four main ingredients is no accident. We
spent years researching the unique qualities of each extract, carefully crafting the
exact concentrations that make Nutrazon® the most effective, best tasting
beverage on the market today.
Nutrazon® is a "double-adaptogen." The blend allows for maximum absorption or
usage by your body, allowing your cells to "adapt" to an ever-changing physical,
emotional and mental environment. After using Nutrazon® for just a short time,
you feel ready for anything. In the long term, you'll equip your body to fight and
even reverse the ravages of aging, disease and physical deterioration.

(Lipidium Meyenii) Maca
Lipidium Meyenii was first discovered and later cultivated by the natives of
ancient Peru, the Incas. In traditional medicinal applications, it was used to treat a
broad range of ailments from infertility, sexual vigor, stamina and altitude
sickness to mental acuity, physical wasting and lack of energy that comes from
living in extreme physical conditions.
Scientists here in the US and abroad have identified and isolated the active
extracts from Lipidium Meyenii and developed specific, scientific concentrations
for human usage. The active ingredients regulate a critical chemical produced in
the liver that affects virtually every cell in the body and, concurrently, diminishes
with age.

(Croton Palanstigma) Dragon's Blood
Croton Palanstigma grows abundantly in the rainforests of the Amazon in South
America. Traditional usages include pain control, relief from skin irritations,
wound healing, stomach and bowel ailments.
Initial research examined the botanical's external applications surrounding its
extraordinary anti-inflammatory and antibiotic qualities. Further study lead us to
look at Croton Palanstigma's potential to control gastrointestinal issues from
chronic diarrhea and inflammatory bowel disease to gastrointestinal cancer. Later
research confirmed the extract's ability to control throat and lung irritations.
However, one of the most exciting findings identified Croton Palanstigma's
antioxidant qualities. Apparently, the extract possesses superior levels of
antioxidants, known for their positive effects on cancer, heart disease and tumor
growth.

(Uncaria Tomentosa) Cat's Claw
Uncaria Tomentosa is an extract of the bark from a vine found throughout the
Amazon. Natives used the bark extensively as a tea, brewed and consumed for a
variety of ailments including asthma, inflammation, rheumatism, arthritis,
cirrhosis of the liver, cancer and gastrointestinal problems.
Researchers later identified and isolated powerful alkaloids in the extract that
stimulate the immune system, reduce inflammation, inhibit tumor growth, act as
an anti-viral, enhance DNA repair on a cellular level and even improves memory.
We have since advanced the process for extracting these powerful agents of
change and verified dosages for maximum human benefit.

(Morinda Citrifolia) Noni
Morinda Citrifolia, a fruit native to the South Pacific has been used for over 2000
years as an antibacterial, anti-fungal, anti-inflammatory, anti-viral and for blood
pressure control. Recent research has confirmed its effect on cancer and tumor
growth in animals and for pain and stress control in humans.

Lutein and Lycopene are both carotenoids, powerful antioxidants linked to heart
health, regulation of blood sugars (diabetes) and cancer prevention and
reduction. Omega-3-fatty Acids have been shown to support the body in
significantly reducing the risk for sudden death caused by heart arrhythmias.
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